A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

Sri Dipankar Chowdhury S/o- Samir ch, Dhowdhury is a farmer of Maharanipur. Village under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division it was a tremendous hardship for him to support the basic needs of his family. He was selected for banana (Varirty-Sabri) cultivation under Horti Mission. He planted suckers in 1.0 ha. Area and properly nurturing his orchard as per the technical guidance and suggestion of field functionaries. his orchard grown up nicely with proper scientific care. he sold Banana of Rs.6000/- and another 120 bunches are ready which will be harvested and sold shortly. He sold suckers of Rs. 10500/-and another 1500 nos. suckers are ready to be sold. This orchard becomes a good asset for his family. Thus, he achieves the smile of success from the scheme of Horti. Mission.
A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

Sri Parimal Sarkar, S/o Surendra Sarkar is a poor farmer residing in Madhya Krishnapur village under Teliamura agri. Sub-Division. It was very hard task for him to support the livelihood of his family members. He was selected for Banana (Var-Sabri) Cultivation under Horti Mission. His plantation area was 1.0 ha. Now 1800 plants are alive in his orchard. Fruiting started. He sold banana fruits and earned Rs.5000/- again he sold suckers of Rs.9000/- . At present more than 100nos. bunch of fruit are found in his orchard which will be harvested and sold shortly. Besides, 2000 nos. suckers are ready to be sold. He became very enthusiastic & energetic & extended his plantation area in another 1.0 ha area and planted suckers from his existing orchard. This 2 ha area orchard has become a good asset for his family income. This success is the fruit of his hard labour, enthusiasm and the dedicated service and guidance of the field functionaries.
A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

NAME OF CROP: BANANA
AREA: 0.5 ha.
ESTIMATED COST: Rs. 40,000.00
SCHEME: MGNREGA
BLOCK: MUMGIAKAMI

Sri Chandra Prasad Debbarma S/o Lt. Nandaram Debbarma is a farmer of A.D.C. Village under Mungiakami Agri. Sector, Under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division, it was a tremendous hardship for him to support the basic needs selected for banana (Variety-Champa) MGNREGA. He planted suckers in and properly nurturing his orchard as per the technical guidance and suggestion of field functionaries. His orchard grown up nicely with proper scientific care. He sold Banana of Rs. 9000/- and another 120 bunches are ready which will be harvested and sold shortly. This orchard becomes a good asset for his family.
A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

Sri Panchanan Debbarma S/o Lt. Kali Kirshna Debbarma is a farmer of R.K.Pur A.D.C. Village under Mungiakami Agri. Sector, under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division it was a tremendous hardship for him to support the basic needs of his family. He was selected for banana (Variety- Champa) cultivation under MGNREGA. He planted suckers in 0.5 ha. Area and properly nurturing his orchard as per the technical guidance and suggestion of field functionaries. His orchard grow up nicely with proper scientific care. He sold Banana of Rs. 6000/- and another 90 bunches are ready which will be harvested and sold shortly. 500 nos. suckers are ready to be sold. These orchards become a good asset for his family. Thus, he achieves the smile of success from the scheme of MGNREGA from Mungiakami R.D.Block.
A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

Sri Kartik Debbarma S/o- Lt. Krishna Debbarma is a farmer of R.K.Pur A.D.C. Village under Mungiakami Agri. Sector, under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division. It was very hard task for him to support the livelihood of his family members. He was selected for Banana (Var-Champa) Cultivation under MGNREGA. His plantation area was 0.5 ha. Now 800 plants are alive in his orchard fruiting started. He sold banana fruits and earned Rs. 7500/- against he sold suckers of Rs. 9000/-. At present more than 100 nos. bunch of fruit are found in his orchard which will be harvested and sold shortly. Besides, 2000 nos. suckers are ready to be sold. He became very enthusiastic & energetic & extended his plantation area in another 0.5 ha area and planted suckers from his existing orchard. This 1.0 ha area orchard has become a good asset for his family income. This success is the fruit of his hard labour, enthusiasm and the dedicated service and guidance of the field functionaries.
A SUCCESS STORY ON BANANA UNDER TELIAMURA AGRI. SUB-DIVISION

Sri Satya Ram Debbarma S/o- Lt. Ramkrishna Debbarma is a farmer of R.K.Pur A.D.C. Village under Mungiakami Agri. Sect or, under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division. It was very hard task for him to support the livelihood of his family members. He was selected for Banan a (Var-Champa) Cultivation under MGNREGA.

His plantation area was 0.5 ha. Now 800 plants are alive in is orchard fruiting started. He sold banana fruits and earned Rs. 9000/- against he sold suckers of Rs. 3000/- at present more than 80 nos. b unch of fruit are found in his orchard which will be har vested and sold shortly. Besides, 1500 nos. suckers a re, ready to be sold. He became very enthusiastic & energetic. This 0.5 ha area orchard has become a g ood asset for is family income. This success is the fruit of his hard labour, enthusiasm and the dedicated service and guidance of the field functionaries.
Sri Chandra Prasad Debbarma S/o Lt. Nandaram Debbarma is a farmer of R.K.Pur A.D.C. Village under Mungiakami Agri. Sector, under Teliamura Agri. Sub-Division, it was a tremendous hardship for him to support the basic needs of his family. He was selected for banana (Variety- Champa) cultivation under MGNREGA. He planted suckers in 0.5 ha. Area and properly nurturing his orchard as per the technical guidance and suggestion of field functionaries. His orchard grown up nicely with proper scientific care. He sold Banana of Rs. 9000/- and another 120 bunches are ready which will be harvested and sold shortly. 750 nos. suckers are ready to be sold. This orchard become a good asset for his family.

Thus, he achieve the smile of success from the scheme of MGNREGA from Mungiakami R.D.Block.